CORNER CLEANING MACHINE ES-4AML-X

4-axis corner cleaning machine, medium

- For multi-functional machining of 90° inside and outside corners
- MotionControl ensures a work sequence with optimised cycle times
- Highly-dynamic axis drive
- User programmable under Window operating system
- Modular tooling with up to 17 tool positions
- Customer-specific machining solutions are possible, such as arrowhead routing, sash overlap routing, tilt/turn hinge drilling, disk milling cutter units, etc.
- The 4AML can be equipped with an automatic turning station

Technical specifications

- Min. depth, 40 mm (20 mm after technical inspection/evaluation)
- Max. depth, 160 mm
- Min. facing width, 40 mm
- Max. facing width, 130 mm
- Min. element size (clear inner dimension): 190 x 190 mm

Options

- Table supporting surfaces ready for nail fins
- Tilt/turn hinge drilling
- Mullion or arrowhead routing